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Just where you need space to
accommodate numerous and difficult
vehicular, cycle and pedestrian
movements, it seems to be in short
supply. The diagonal cycle and
pedestrian route crossing from
Beacons Park into the city centre
occurs where traffic is turning
northward from Swan Road into Bird
Street, but also southward onto Bird
Street to access the Bird Street car park.
This is also the location where Bird
Street crosses the listed bridge at the
head of Minster Pool, so the footpath
to the east of Bird Street is narrow, with
opportunities to widen curtailed by the
bridge structure (Fig. A ).
To the east of the bridge is the
proposed alignment of the primary
pedestrian route between the core
area and the cathedral precinct (Fig.C),
it is important, therefore to maximise
available space for the pedestrian by
widening the footpath. At the same time
we are proposing to reduce the traffic
speed and create a traffic table from
west of the junction and up Bird Street
to past the turning into The Close and
the cathedral precinct.

Fig. A - Bird Street Bridge

Fig. B - Paving Detail

Bird Street

Materials used would be the natural
stone palette to be promoted across
the city centre that also aligns with
the paving materials used within
the Cathedral precinct. The traffic
table would also be in block paving
to indicate to the motorist that he is
entering and driving through a heavily
pedestrianised area and reinforce the
proposed speed restriction of 20 mph
(Fig. B & Fig. D).
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Fig. C - Bird Street Bridge Plan
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Fig. D - Bird Street, Swan Road Junction - Proposed Highway Treatment
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